**MitoProbe™ DiOC₂(3) Assay Kit for Flow Cytometry (M34150)**

**Quick Facts**

*Storage upon receipt:*
- 2–6°C
- Protect from light
- Do not freeze

*Ex/Em:* 482/497 nm

*Number of Assays:* 100, based on labeling volumes of 1.0 mL

**Introduction**

Cationic cyanine dyes have been shown to accumulate in cells in response to membrane potential and membrane potential changes have been studied in association with apoptosis. The MitoProbe™ DiOC₂(3) Assay Kit provides solutions of the cyanine dye DiOC₂(3) (3,3′-diethyloxacarbocyanine iodide, Figure 1) and CCCP (carbonyl cyanide 3-chlorophenylhydrazone), for the study of mitochondrial membrane potential. DiOC₂(3) penetrates the cytosol of eukaryotic cells. At concentrations below 100 nM, the dye accumulates primarily in mitochondria with active membrane potentials, and red emission increases due to dye stacking. DiOC₂(3) stain intensity decreases when cells are treated with reagents that disrupt mitochondrial membrane potential, such as CCCP (Figure 2).

Cells stained with DiOC₂(3) can be visualized by flow cytometry with blue excitation and green and red emissions. The reagent can be paired with other reagents, such as red-excited annexin V allopohycocyanin (A35110), for multiparametric study of vitality and apoptosis (Figure 3). Combining DiOC₂(3) dye with an annexin V conjugate results in superior resolution of subpopulations when compared to results obtained from other commonly used dyes. Using a ratiometric parameter (e.g. red/green intensity) appears to correct for size differences when staining bacteria and isolated mitochondria. Red and green signals from intact cells stained with DiOC₂(3) appear to increase proportionally.

![Figure 1. Structure of DiOC₂(3), molecular weight: 460.31.](image1.png)

![Figure 2. Jurkat cell response to DiOC₂(3). Either untreated (A) or CCCP-treated (B) Jurkat cells were stained with 50 nM DiOC₂(3). Cells were analyzed on a flow cytometer using 488 nm excitation and 530/30 nm bandpass and 650 nm longpass filters.](image2.png)
Materials

Kit Contents
• DiOC₂(3), 625 μL of 10 μM DiOC₂(3) in DMSO
• CCCP, 125 μL of 50 mM CCCP in DMSO

Storage and Handling
Upon receipt, components should be stored at 2–6°C. DO NOT FREEZE. Before opening, each vial must be at room temperature. When stored properly, both the DiOC₂(3) and CCCP solutions should be stable for at least twelve months.

Spectral Characteristics
The approximate excitation and emission maxima of DiOC₂(3) are 482 nm and 497 nm, respectively. Cells labeled with DiOC₂(3) can be analyzed by flow cytometry using 488 nm excitation and green or red emission, and by fluorescence microscopy using standard filters for Alexa Fluor® 488 dye and Texas Red® dye.

Experimental Protocol
The following protocol describes introducing DiOC₂(3) reagent into the cultured cells and analyzing the stained cells by flow cytometry. Suggested initial conditions may require modifications because of differences in cell types and culture conditions. The concentration of probe for optimal staining will vary depending upon the application. A concentration range should be tested, starting around 50 nM DiOC₂(3). CCCP controls should be used to confirm that the DiOC₂(3) response is sensitive to changes in membrane potential.

Labeling Cells with DiOC₂(3)
Before beginning the experiment, ensure that the vials of DiOC₂(3) and CCCP have equilibrated to room temperature.

1.1 For each sample, suspend cells in 1 mL warm medium, phosphate-buffered saline, or other buffer at approximately 1 × 10⁶ cells/mL.

1.2 For the control tube, add 1 μL of 50 mM CCCP (supplied with the kit, 50 μM final concentration) and incubate the cells at 37°C for 5 minutes.

Note: CCCP can be added simultaneously with DiOC₂(3). Titration of the CCCP may be required for optimal results with each cell type.

1.3 Add 5 μL of 10 μM DiOC₂(3) (supplied with the kit, 50 nM final concentration) and incubate the cells at 37°C, 5% CO₂, for 15 to 30 minutes. If performing additional labeling, for example with an annexin V conjugate, follow the protocol below, beginning with step 2.1. If no additional staining is to be performed, proceed with step 1.4.

1.4 OPTIONAL: Wash cells once by adding 2 mL of warm phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) or other buffer to each tube of cells.

1.5 Pellet the cells by centrifugation.

1.6 Resuspend by gently flicking the tubes. Add 500 μL PBS (or other suitable buffer) to each tube.

1.7 Analyze on a flow cytometer with 488 nm excitation using emission filters appropriate for Alexa Fluor® 488 dye and Texas Red® dye (Figure 2). Gate on the cells, excluding debris. Using the CCCP-treated sample, perform standard compensation.

Additional Labeling with an Annexin V Conjugate
It is possible to label the DiOC₂(3)-stained cells with other markers for apoptosis or viability, as long as the fluorescence emission of the additional label is spectrally resolved from DiOC₂(3). The example below is a protocol for labeling with annexin V–allophycocyanin.

2.1 After step 1.3 (above), wash cells once by adding 2 mL of warm phosphate-buffered saline or other buffer to each tube of cells.

2.2 Pellet the DiOC₂(3)-stained cells and resuspend in 100 μL of 1X annexin binding buffer (10 mM HEPES, 140 mM NaCl, and 2.5 mM CaCl₂, pH 7.4).

2.3 Add 5 μL annexin V conjugate (e.g. annexin V-allophycocyanin, A35110).

Note: 5 μL is appropriate for annexin V conjugates from Molecular Probes. Conjugates purchased from other suppliers may require a different volume to be effective.

2.4 Incubate the samples at 37°C for 15 minutes. (37°C is important to maintain membrane potential.)

2.5 Add 400 μL annexin binding buffer.

2.6 Analyze on a flow cytometer with 488 nm and 633 nm excitation using emission filters appropriate for Alexa Fluor® 488 dye/propidium iodide and Alexa Fluor® 633 dye (Figure 3).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cat #</th>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Unit Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M34150</td>
<td>MitoProbe™ DiOC₃(3) <em>for flow cytometry</em> <em>100 assays</em></td>
<td>1 kit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Molecular Probes products are high-quality reagents and materials intended for research purposes only. These products must be used by, or directly under the supervision of, a technically qualified individual experienced in handling potentially hazardous chemicals. Please read the Material Safety Data Sheet provided for each product; other regulatory considerations may apply.

Limited Use Label License
For research use only. Not intended for any animal or human therapeutic or diagnostic use. The purchase of this product conveys to the buyer the non-transferable right to use the purchased amount of the product and components of the product in research conducted by the buyer (whether the buyer is an academic or for-profit entity). The buyer cannot sell or otherwise transfer (a) this product (b) its components or (c) materials made using this product or its components to a third party or otherwise use this product or its components or materials made using this product or its components for Commercial Purposes. The buyer may transfer information or materials made through the use of this product to a scientific collaborator, provided that such transfer is not for any Commercial Purpose, and that such collaborator agrees in writing (a) not to transfer such materials to any third party, and (b) to use such transferred materials and/or information solely for research and not for Commercial Purposes. Commercial Purposes means any activity by a party for consideration and may include, but is not limited to: (1) use of the product or its components in manufacturing; (2) use of the product or its components to provide a service, information, or data; (3) use of the product or its components for therapeutic, diagnostic or prophylactic purposes; or (4) resale of the product or its components, whether or not such product or its components are resold for use in research. Invitrogen Corporation will not assert a claim against the buyer of infringement of the above patents based upon the manufacture, use or sale of a therapeutic, clinical diagnostic, vaccine or prophylactic product developed in research by the buyer in which this product or its components was employed, provided that neither this product nor any of its components was used in the manufacture of such product. If the purchaser is not willing to accept the limitations of this limited use statement, Invitrogen is willing to accept return of the product with a full refund. For information on purchasing a license to this product for purposes other than research, contact Molecular Probes, Inc., Business Development, 29851 Willow Creek Road, Eugene, OR 97402. Tel: (541) 465-8300. Fax: (541) 335-0504.
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